
The Web of Nations (WoN)

How do we deal with the limits of legal action in a globalised world where information and so 
misinformation knows no borders? How do we reward publishers that take on responsibility for 
what they say? The mounting security concerns on the internet around fake news, deep fakes, as 
well as the economic cost imposed by phishing on the digital economy, on which hyper-industrial 
societies are increasingly dependent, make this a pressing issue to address.


Legal systems cannot make illegal actions physically impossible, and must, therefore, rely on 
sanctions to change the cost/benefit evaluations of potential lawbreakers.  If a bad actor can 
easily hide from legal consequences by publishing from a server located beyond the national 
borders, then how can any country punish it without risking encroaching on another nation's 
sovereignty? This makes enforcement problematic. Is the chaos that will follow when states 
attempt to impose their contradictory laws beyond their borders inevitable?  Or, are we forced to 
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accept a unipolar world with one global superpower that would need to impose its rules globally, 
and so override local legal traditions? 


We argue that there is a pragmatic technical answer to this dilemma. We can have a multipolar 
world respectful of the different legal traditions and allow these to coexist in metastable 
diplomatic relations with one another by making the organological structure of the institutions that 
compose them visible to the billions of users engaging in cyberspace every day. By adding this 
layer of information — an institutional web of trust —  we can move to a world where browser 
information agents will be able to follow automatically chains of links tying web sites to the 
records published by the national registrars that are proofs of their legal status, and that this rich 
information will then be available in the web browser in one simple gesture.


This Web of  Nations is not a topological theory of geopolitics: that the world is composed of a 
web of states with no centre of control.  Instead, it is a proposal for a  technical infrastructure to 
be deployed by states on sovereign clouds and used by web agents to enable trust on the web. 
The insight comes from the observation that modern states are built around the technology of 
writing, starting with some document playing the role of a Constitution and extending from there 
to legal documents deliberated in parliaments and courts of law. These documents are currently in 
paper format and made active when read by humans. The proposal here is to push a relevant 
subset of these documents on the web in machine-readable formats  (using W3C standards such 1

as JSON-LD,...) in a way that makes them treatable by elementary reasoning engines built into 
web browsers, which can then display  the result, thereby allowing human users to understand 2

the legal location of web sites they visit and thus come to better informed decisions.


This Institutional Web of Trust, embedded in a diplomatic Web of Nations, will allow every citizen 
worldwide to know which country the web site serving a document is legally responsible to, the 
diplomatic relation of that country to hers, as well as what type of company it is, who the owners 
are, and so on. This rich information will make confusion attacks  widely used in phishing nearly 3

impossible to pull off since either no official record will link back to the fake web site or one that 
does will reveal the real nature of the player.  As individuals get used to seeing rich information 
about trusted web sites, this lack of information will become immediately apparent. It will also 
make fake news sites stand out, since their geographical publication location, their history, or the 
type of company they are,  will not correspond to the expectations the readers were having, if any 
information is even available at all.


Describing the geopolitical relations of nations and their institutions in machine-readable formats, 
that can be effectively displayed, will enable actors to show which legal system they are bound to, 
and so for readers of those sites to have some legal framework from which to assess what is 
published. That is instead of trying to rule out bad actors, we can reward good ones and so 
change the cost/benefit calculations without requiring legal systems to enforce laws beyond their 
jurisdiction. The aim is to reach a state where people are more alert and sceptical when they 
cannot work out what institutional grounding the information has.


Thus we can create a new Enlightenment for those that want to cooperate globally in a visible 
space protected from the potential predators and other wildlife hiding in the bushes while 
respecting multipolarity as well as leaving space for anonymous or pseudonymous 
communication.


 companyhouse.gov.uk the registrar for companies in the UK, already publish such data as json 1

on the web, as shown in the blog post "Stopping (https) Phishing"

 How this can be displayed securely by computers and the logic that allows one to reason about 2

this is developed in "Phishing in Context — Epistemology of the Screen"

 A confusion attack widely used in phishing is one where a page links to a web site with a URL 3

that looks confusingly similar to a known one, and where the pages have the same look and feel. 
For example instead of linking to facebook.com the link points to facebook.com.user.me where in 
many cases the last part of the URL could be hidden in the tool bar.

https://medium.com/cybersoton/phishing-in-context-9c84ca451314
https://medium.com/cybersoton/stopping-https-phishing-42226ca9e7d9
https://www.euppublishing.com/doi/full/10.3366/drt.2020.0220?src=recsys


13 Use Cases  
Improving trust on the Web by increasing information visible to citizens in Browsers is just one of 
the use cases for the Web of Nations.

We have identified the following 13 Use Cases: 


1. Enhance Trust in Small Business
2. Help Legitimate Institutions of Knowledge stand out
3. Make Fake News sites stand out
4. Stop Phishing attacks
5. Stop GUI Confusion attacks
6. Improve Trust in Apps
7. Help Search Engines and Social Networks attribute content
8. Help AI spam filters recognise legitimate content
9. Cheaper and Richer EV X509 Certificates
10. Anchor flexible Verifiable Credentials (immunity certificates, drivers licences…)
11. Trusting Linked Data
12. Anchor Provenance
13. Machine Readable GDPR Policies

These are detailed in the blog post Use Cases for the Web of Nations. There are likely more use 
case that we have not yet considered.


The Solid Project 
In order to understand what Tim Berners-Lee's Solid project is about, and so how it ties in to the 
WoN, we have to understand the architecture of the Web, and what went wrong with the 
generation of Applications that have emerged as Web 2.0.


The internet is a peer to peer protocol for communication between machines. The Architecture of 
the Internet is decentralised: any two machines can communicate without needing to go through 
a third party. Without this constraint it would never have been able to scale to a global system, for 
obvious geopolitical reasons. 


https://medium.com/@bblfish/use-cases-for-the-web-of-nations-361c24d5eaee


The Web Builds on the internet by adding a naming system for documents (URLs) and a retrieval 
protocol (HTTP). The Peer to Peer nature of the web is clear: any document can link to any other 
document without needing to go through an intermediary. The standards are open so that anyone 
with enough know-how can implement a web browser to display hyper-text content. 




If we compare this to the Application 
space built on top of the Web, we notice 
that a major part of the peer to peer 
nature has disappeared. Applications are 
tied at the data layer to a particular 
service such as Facebook, Trello, Twitter, 
or even GitHub. Each of these services 
uses the ability of the Internet to 
decentralise computing by placing servers 
around the world for faster access. They 
also use the Web in order to enable linking 
to documents around the world. But the 
data remains on the servers of the 
Application owner. The case of GitHub is 
an interesting half-way house as part of 
the data —  the source code — is built on a decentralised protocol Git, but the commenting, issue 
database, and other services remain in the possession of GitHub (now owned by Microsoft).

The Solid Project aims to redecentralise the Apps, by moving from hyper-text browsers to hyper-
data Apps, which we call HyperApps. These use the Linked Data standards from the W3C (the 
Semantic Web standards such as RDF, OWL, JSON-LD, LDP) that build on all the IETF and W3C 
standards currently used by browsers.


Hyper-Apps function by following Hyper-Data links around the web, just as our well-known Hyper-
Text Browsers do. In the illustration we see a HyperApp AddressBook running as a JavaScript 
Application in the browser, fetching data from a university, following a link to company.com and 
then creating a new resource at community.org using the Linked Data Platform (LDP) lightweight 



extension to HTTP.  The key feature of LDP is that it allows apps to easily create and edit new 
resources. 


The read/write aspect brought in by LDP immediately leads to two extra requirements: 
decentralised authentication and access control. How does one limit who can create or edit a 
document in a flexible manner so as to enable cooperation between different organisations? 

The low hanging fruit chosen as a proof of concept has been to use URLs as identifiers and 
authenticate by extending the OAuth protocol to tie that to a WebID, following on from earlier 
work linking it to Client X509 Certificates with WebID-TLS. With the recent standardisation at the 
W3C of Verifiable Credentials, as well as the adoption by the IETF of HTTP-Signature a lot of new 
options are available. This is being worked on by the Authentication and Authorization and Access 
Control Panel of the Solid group.


The WoN will be needed to allow more flexible access control rules to be written, such as:

- allow payment for music in a Hyper-Music App, 

- access to health data by the owner and members of the medical profession

- access to documents if people can prove they are of a certain age

- renting a car if one can show one has a drivers licence

- travel if one has an immunity certificate

- ... 

 

The types of claims are obviously completely open ended. A server needing to verify a claim, or a 
client needing to choose which claim to present to the server, need to be written in a non ad-hoc 
way, so as to be able to grow as the types of claims do. A simple verifier (Guard) will need to 
know if a Verifiable Claim presented to it has been signed by an organisation entitled to sign that 
claim. That is a Guard will need to known which agencies in which legal jurisdictions is entitled to 
issue these claims. This is what the Web of Nations built on an Institutional Web of Trust will bring. 
The project needs to be started now, as standardisation processes take a very long time to get 
going. 


In order to reduce the need for each App to write it's own authentication code and in order to 
reduce credentials leakage, we propose to build a Launcher App. This highly trusted App served 
from the home pod of the user will manage credentials, Apps and contain the authentication logic 
presenting a simple interface for every launched Apps when they require authentication.


Background 
The ideas presented here were developed as a paper followed by a series of blogs posts  and are 4

being developed in detail with logical and mathematical groundings in a PhD at the University of 
Southampton (see second year report) under the following supervisors:


• Prof Dame Wendy Hall, Regius Professor of Computer Science, Pro Vice-Chancellor 
(International Engagement), and is an Executive Director of the Web Science Institute  at the 
University of Southampton, Chair of the Ada Lovelace Institute.


• Prof Vladimimiro Sassone, head of the Cyber Security Research Group, 

• Dr Corina Cirstea, specialising in coalgebras and their relation to logic and verification.


 The most relevant papers are: 
4

• "Epistemology in the Cloud — on Fake News and Digital Sovereignty" presented at the Web 
Conf 2018, and re-presented at the 2018 International Semantic Web Conference 


• "From Digital Sovereignty to the Web of Nations"

• "Stopping (https) Phishing" which goes into more technical detail as to how this can be done 

with a JSON-LD example and using data provided by companieshouse.gov.uk

•  "Phishing in Context, Epistemology of the Screen" for some ideas as to how this can be 

integrated into the user interface, and indeed into the Operating System and hardware. 
 
The papers and blogs are all linked to from here https://medium.com/@bblfish/epistemology-in-
the-cloud-472fad4c8282
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https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-httpbis-message-signatures/
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These ideas also have been tested over time in discussions with Prof Jonathan Story, Emeritus 
Prof of International Political Economy, at INSEAD, France.


Henry Story has been working on his PhD from Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, where his 
twins Linus and Oliver were born in 2016. Together with Gordana Halavanja, he co-founded the 
German Company "Cooperating Systems UG" based in Bavaria. Henry's mother is Austrian and 
his father English. Gordana was born in Germany from Yougoslav parents. They met in France 
where their daughter Anaïs was born in 2014.


https://www.insead.edu/faculty-research/faculty/jonathan-story
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